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Russian society in transition
 Our new social study carried out in December 2014 has captured the Russian society
in transition.
 The public opinion has entered a period of relative instability when the vector of
public priorities is capable of changing rapidly and unpredictably.
 Yet, the sequence of these changes reveals a certain internal logic behind the chain of
rapid priority shifts in social priorities observed since 2010 to.
 It originates from the country's accelerated entry into the mass consumption society
during the rapid economic growth of the 2000s which was accompanied by the
erosion of traditional social attitudes focused on current consumption and risk
minimization and by the enhanced demand for human development.
 The latter was associated with the waves of public discontent and the new forms of
political self-expression typical for advanced democracies.
 It also triggered a series of swinging changes in public attitudes and political
behavior, which reflect an unstable transitional state of mass consciousness.
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Mobile priorities versus inert values
•

Not all aspects of the established system of values were subject to significant changes over
the past 5 years.

•

The value setting for society as a whole more or less stable, with only limited changes on the
fringes.

•

However, changes along the axis “issues of current consumption and risk minimization” –
“issues of development” unlike many aspects of the value system, revealed the greatest
dynamism and proved to be particularly sensitive to the effects of the accelerated growth of
current consumption in the 2000s.

 The intermittent shifts along the axis “priorities of current consumption and risk
minimization” – “priorities of current development” have acted as a sort of “a steering axis”
for many other social and political changes.
 In particular, there has been a clear chronological and possibly causal relationship between
the actualization/weakening of the priorities for development and changes affecting the
political aspects of the mass consciousness: foreign policy priorities, ratings of support,
protest behavior, amplification and shifting of aggression, official media influence.
•

Shift of the focus of public attention to foreign policy in early 2014 was partially influenced
by the demand for development and achievement that had not been fulfilled domestically.
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World Values Survey Map (2010)

Sequencing the attitude change

«A breakthrough» to
mass consumption
society and a beginning
of a shift to development
priorities

2000-2010

Period of “lost
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Crisis in
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social
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Shift to foreign
and domestic
threats

2nd half of 2014

2 scenarios

Medium-term
projections
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2000е годы: The starting point: top priority of current
consumption
Requests to V.Putin, 2002
Rise the living standards and
resolve social problems
Improve the effectiveness of public
management
Stimulate economic growth and
employment
Address problems of culture,
science, health and education
Address problems of housing and
utilities

33
25
16
5
2

Put an end to Chechen war

2

Restore Russia's might

1

Personal wishes

1

No answer, irrelevant answer

26
0
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Source: FOM
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Breakthrough into mass consumption society

• During 1999-2007 real disposable incomes real disposable incomes
increased 2.4 times and real wages more than 3 times
• Unemployment by ILO definition declined from 10.5% in 2000 to 5.1% in
2012
• Income inequality increased only marginally: in 10 years Gini increased –
from 0.40 to 0.42)
• Poverty headcount reduced by over 2.5 times and continued to decline
during the first phase of the global financial crisis
• Incomes were growing rather uniformly across various income groups, so
the benefits of growth were spread broadly
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Since 1990 household consumption as a component
of national accounts increased 2.5 times

GDP, 1990 =100
GDP, 1998 =100
Gross fixed capital formation, 1990 =100
Gross fixed capital formation, 1998 =100
Household consumption, 1990 =100
Household consumption, 1998 =100

Source: Human development report – 2014. Analytical Center of the Government of Russia.
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Ongoing increase in ut ilit y prices

94

Bad solut ions t o t he housing problem

81

Collapse of t he economy and agriculture

75

Ev er-last ing t alk about anticorrupt ion campaign wit h no real act ion t aken

70

Seeking t o ret ain their power in any way possible

67

Seeking to get ev erything f or themselv es and t heir relat iv es, clan system

66

Int roduct ion of Unified St at e Examination

64

Inability to improv e t he enf orcement of law and order in the count ry

62

Poor follow- up of decision implementation

62

Activ e only during elect ions

60

Seeking benefit s only f or themselv es

58

R educed number of gov ernment -paid univ ersity st udent s

58

D isrespect for t heir own count ry laws

57

Transf erring t heir money abroad

56

Inef f icient social policy

53

Improper police act ions

53

Endarkenment of t he people

52

Alienation from t he people

51

No care for t he old people

49

R obbing the people

48

The f act t hat civ il serv ants are bet t er of f t han ent repreneurs

48

U ncert aint y of t he future

48

Good at stealing and pay
ing to remain in power

48

Beadledom

47

Enslav ing t erms of mort gage lending

46

The f act t hat t his policy is only benef icial for t he rich

46

Demagogy, only slogans and promises

46

Longing t o enj oy a bett er lif e t han common people, caring f or themselv es only

45

The f act t hat Russia is giv en a raw-exports role in t he world

43

Only good at promoting their own image

42

Inef ficient economic policy

42

Creat ing lif e condit ions that make people t hink how t o let their flat in Russia

41

Ongoing inflation in the country that eats up pensions and wages, and child benef it s

40

Longing t o make a profit for t hemselv es, and f or this purpose making deals with anybody

39

Ev er- last ing lies

36

Inabilit y t o build a prof essional army, weak army

35

M anagerial incompet ence – unprofessionalism

33

Irresponsibilit y
, hollow promises

29

Do not know what needs to be done

28

The fact that democracy in t he count ry is in danger as shown by t he latest elect ions

22

Prowest ern v iews

Source: CSR
Source:
Center
Source:
CSR for Strategic Research

Negative
characteristics of
the authorities:
2012

22

Ignorance of the hist ory and cult ure of t heir own people

21

C onf used
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15
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“Lost opportunities”
What was achieved by the members of the middle class
during the three years preceding the poll
1

2003

2014

2

3

Improved financial wellbeing

42

33

Expensive purchases made

28

21

Improved education, qualification

36

15

Received promotion or new better job found

31

10

Improved housing

23

18

Another country of the world visited

10

26

Own business started

9

3

Anything of the above was not possible to achieve

21

29

Source: Горшков М.К. и Тихонова Н.Е. (ред.) Средний класс в современной России: 10 лет спустя. – М., Институт
социологии РАН, 2014, р. 53.
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Mounting tensions: end-2013
ISN

ICN

Situation in the country
Economic wellbeing of the family
Expectations’ index
Assessment index of the authorities
Approval of V.Putin
Yes, or rather Yes
Yes, or rather Yes
Yes, or rather Yes

Growth and development
Stabilization
Stagnation and slowdown
Yes, or rather Yes
No, or rather no

Source: Levada-Center

Hard to say
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Mounting tensions: end-2013
More benefits

More harm

Hard to say

All power is in one hands
Power is distributed between various bodies
Hard to say

2006ii

Strengthening the state power
Public authorities are controlled by society
Hard to say

2010ii

2012i

Will benefit Russia

Does not promise anything good

Hard to say

Source: Levada-Center
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Redirection of aggression to ethnic migrants

Fear

Enmity

Irritation

Policy: restrict
migration flows
Policy: do not
set up barriers
to migration

Source: Levada-Center
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1st half of 2014: Ukrainian crisis as a social “lightning rod”
 Initially, during the Olympic Games and incorporation of Crimea, the
foreign policy appeared to be a source of symbolic successes and
achievements.
 For a short while it became a kind of compensatory mechanism to satisfy
the demand for development and self-expression that could not have been
met as part of the domestic developments in the country.
 In terms of social modernization, the shifting of priorities to foreign policy
in early 2014 was characterized by a certain dualism:
 On the one hand, this shift can be regarded as an extension of priority for
development, yet reduced to the notion of the country’s achievements on the
world arena.
 On the other hand, it was closely linked to the theme of territorial gains that is
more typical of traditional societies where territory usually remains a prevalent
asset.
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1st half of 2014: Ukrainian crisis as a social “lightning rod”
Approval rates of Russian authorities in various policy areas

Social policy

Economy

Security and
order, fight
against crime
and corruption

Relations
with the CIS
countries

Foreign policy

Source: Levada-Center, September 26-29, 2014, http://www.levada.ru/30-102014/otsenki-deyatelnosti-rukovodstva-strany
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2nd half of 2014: shift to external and internal threats
 The new vector of priorities focused on foreign policy as a mean
of self-realization and source of achievement, proved short-lived
as well.
 In the second half of 2014, due to the conflict in eastern Ukraine,
Western sanctions and economic crisis, the international relations
started to transform from the area of achievement to the source of
existential threats.
 It has become increasingly clear that the demand for development
and achievement unfulfilled within the country cannot be satisfied
in the world arena too.
 The frustration in the society intensified again.
 This resulted in the heightened fear of threats and redirected
aggression towards external adversary - Western countries and
particularly the United States.
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Redirection of aggression to foreign enemies
How do you assess current relations between Russia and the US? (%)

Positive (friendly+good)
Newtral (normal and cool)
Negative (tense and hostile)
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Source: Levada-Center

Increasing importance of foreign threats
"Do you think, there exists a military threat to Russia from other
states?"
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Source: Levada-Center

2009

2011

Rather no + definitely no

2013

2015

Shift to foreign and domestic threats:
December 2014





As part of our survey of December 2014, respondents in psychological groups
were asked to indicate on a scale from 0 to 5 (where 0 – not afraid at all, 5 –
afraid very much) as of the day of the survey, their fear of war, unemployment,
rising prices, deterioration of healthcare and education.
The averaged results are provided in the Table.
Foreign policy threats came to the fore front (fear of potential war) and they
practically equaled the economic ones (fear of rising prices) in terms of
importance, while other fears were overshadowed.

Price rise Healthcare
Average for
sample
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4,2

3,6

War

Unemployment

Education

4,3

3,1

2,9

Source: NEG Report to the Committee of Civic Initiatives

Projective psychological tests,
December 2014
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The respondents were invited to associate Russia and its
President at the beginning and at the end of 2014 with any
animal of their choice
2|3 of responennts indicated the lowered subconscious
assessment of Russia's international status in the end of 2014 as
compared to the beginning of 2014.
We used the average weight of the chosen animal, as a proxy of
its relative status in the animal kingdom.
The decline of the average weight of an animal from the
beginning to the end of 2014 has neatly matched the ruble
devaluation rate to US dollar for the same period

Source: NEG Report to the Committee of Civic Initiatives

Change of average weight of animal an associated with Russia and V.
Putin (end of 2014, % compared to early 2014) and USD/ RUR exchange
rate depreciation (CBR exchange rate as of 12.10.2014, % of the rate on
10.01.2014 )
70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Average weight, Russia
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Average weight, Putin

Ruble/USD depreciation

Source: NEG Report to the Committee of Civic Initiatives

Breakdown of responses to question: “What do you think is the
biggest threat to Russia now?”, %

Source:
Levada-Center
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Price rise, general impoverishment of population
Economic crisis
Drawing Russia into military conflicts outside the
country
Rising unemployment
Growing tension in relations with Western
countries
Increased uncertainty regarding the future
Conflicts with neighboring/CIS countries
Increased dependence on the West, Russia’s
transformation into a third-rate power
Weakness, incompetence of country leadership
Arbitrariness of authorities
Russia’s colonization, plunder of national wealth
by foreigners
Civil war
Breakup of Russia into separate regions
Other
Difficult to answer

Feb.
08
51
22

Jan.
09
55
59

Jan.
10
47
39

Jan.
11
62
30

Jan.
12
58
38

March
13
55
26

Jan.
14
49
29

Jan.
15
54
49

14

8

7

6

9

6

12

33

30

56

43

42

40

30

31

26

12

5

3

3

5

4

7

22

8

22
13

14
5

17
6

20
6

22
4

12
9

16
13

15

7

11

12

16

15

11

11

14
20

7
8

15
17

14
18

20
19

16
18

13
12

9
9

17

6

10

14

12

14

12

8

18
6
10

3
5
7
5

2
9
9
8

3
10
8
4

8
10
6
5

4
14
6
9

5
12
5
7

7
6
3
6

2nd half of 2014: shift to threats
“What problems do you consider the most important for the country as a
whole?” (Open-ended question, not more that 5 replies, representing replies
given during the last poll by not less than 1% of respondents)
30

25

20

15

10

5

0
Sept. 2014

Oct. 2014

Economy

Source: FOM

Inflation

Nov. 2014

Ruble depreciation

Dec. 2014

Foreign policy

Jan. 2015

Hostilities in Ukraine
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2nd half of 2014: shift to threats
“What problems do you consider the most important for the country as a
whole?” (Open-ended question, not more that 5 replies, representing replies
given during the last poll by not less than 1% of respondents)
12

10

8

6

4

2

0
Sept. 2014

Oct. 2014

Nov. 2014

Dec. 2014

Health service

Social policy

Corruption and bureaucracy

Low quality of education

High utilities' rates

Housing

Roads

Аalcoholism

Drug addiction

Problems of youth

Low level of culture, morale and patriotism

Source: FOM

Jan. 2014
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Evolution of protest behavior
 The protests of the late 1990s were outside the capital and were widely
scattered across regions.
 The protest repertoire was dominated by strikes, road blockades, hunger
strikes and other actions that lacked a clear articulation of demands and
inflicted considerable damage to protesters themselves.
 The demands of the protesters were almost exclusively economic in nature
and reflected the priorities of survival typical of the time:
 increased social benefits and wages,
 payment of wage and benefits debts,
 employment support,
 preventing the growth of prices and utility tariffs.
28

Evolution of protest behavior
 As was shown by G.Robertson, during the 2000s the structure of the protests began
to shift towards the protests of a different kind, typical of mature democracies.
 Most of the protest events of 2011-2012 belonged to this type of protests. They are
fundamentally different from traditional protests in a number of aspects.
 As in the modern mature democracies, the center of the protest activities moved to
the capital where the main political life of the country is centered.
 The protest repertoire has changed dramatically: it was dominated by demonstrations
with well articulated demands.
 As in developed democracies, the demands themselves shifted from economic
problems to the agenda of:
 civil rights,
 political freedoms,
 environment and other issues typical of the modernized system of priorities.
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Geography of protests
1997-2000
(Ministry of Interior database)

2007-2011
(Institute of Collective Action database)

Source: Graeme Robertson, “Protesting Putinism: The Election Protests of 2011-12 in Broader
Perspective”, Problems of Post-Communism, March 2013.
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Repertoire of protests
2007-2011

1997-2000
[CATEGORY [CATEGORY
NAME]
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE
[PERCENTAGE
]
]

[CATEGORY
NAME]
PERCENTAGE
]

[CATEGORY [CATEGORY[CATEGORY
NAME]
NAME]
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE
[PERCENTAGE
[PERCENTAGE
]
]
]

Other, 2, 2%
[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE
]

[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE
]

[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE
]

[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE
]

Source: Graeme Robertson, “Protesting Putinism: The Election Protests of 2011-12 in Broader
Perspective”, Problems of Post-Communism, March 2013.
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Shift of priorities and changes in protest
preferences during 2014


The transition from traditional forms of economic protests of the late 1990s, typical
for middle-income and non-democratic societies, to political protests of 2011-2012
characteristic to mature democracies, coincided with the shift towards
development priorities.



In the second half of 2014, along with the weakening of development priorities and
refocusing on survival agenda, we observed a deterioration of the people's
attitudes to the political protests in 2011-2012. These attitudes had been much
more positive during 2012-2013.



The political protests in 2011-2012 no longer correspond to priority demands of
mass social groups that have shifted to foreign threats and current consumption.



These demands are more in line with more traditional forms of economic protests
from the repertoire of the late 1990s.
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Deterioration of economic sentiments

Index of financial sentiments,
Sberbank of Russia

July 09 May 10 Mar.11
Jan.12
Cities below 100,000
100,000-500,000
Rural areas

Source: Rosstat, JPM, Center of Macroeconomic Research of Sberbank of Russia
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Nov.12

Sept.13 July 14
More than 500,000
Moscow

HIGH

Protest intentions:

Low incomes

Mainly economic

High prices
LOW
Education
Problems of
communal utilities
Environment

Migrants

Unemployment

Violation of civic
and political
freedoms

MEDIUM
Roads and traffic

Urban
development
Healthcare
Public
transportation
Corruption

Other

Source: FOM.

Readiness to participate in protests
Probability of protests
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Changed attitude to political protests









The changes of the protest sentiments were accompanied by a retrospective negative
reevaluation of the political protests in Moscow in 2011-2012, especially of the events on
Bolotnaya Square marked by the clashes between demonstrators and police.
According to surveys by Levada Center in 2012 - early 2013 the support to street protests was
expressed by 40% of respondents.
In 2011-2012, political protests in Moscow and other major cities were closely associated with
the unmet demand for development and achievement.
The identification of “Maidan” with Moscow political protests offered by official propaganda
became possible to some extent only following the weakened priority of self-realization and
development that had caused political protests in Moscow and supported the relevance of these
protests for ordinary citizens.
By late 2014 the priority of development had already been reduced making the agenda of the
Moscow protests of 2011-2012 seemed much less relevant to current priority issues.
The receptivity of the population to the official interpretation of the protests most likely is
explained by the fact that it resonated with the return to the basic social priorities similar to early
2000s. These attitudes correspond to a more traditional types of economic protests typical of the
late 1990s with their territorial deconcentration, organizational fragmentation and focus on
maintaining current consumption.
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Economic sentimens and approval ratings of V.Putin
strongly correlate
(surveys of Levada-Center)
Война с
Грузией
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Source: Daniel Treisman

Economic sentiments and a trsi to V.Putin
(VTSIOM survey)
%
Economic sentiments
Trust to V.Putin
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Источник: JPMorgan on VTSIOM data.

The role of defensive patriotism









The protracted nature of the conflict in Ukraine and focusing public attention on it for more
than six months boosted the president's rating to near historic highs.
This happened despite the record deterioration of the economic sentiments by January 2015
that was mentioned in para 1.4.
Continued acute phase of the foreign policy conflict may keep the ratings at a high level for
some time.
However, the weakening of this support factor may occur much quicker in the event of a
successful settlement of the Ukrainian conflict or even if it is “frozen” as a result of the
sustainable cessation of hostilities.
Then one can expect a significant decrease of the foreign policy priorities’ relevance.
In this case, with the ongoing economic crisis the foreign policy issues will be quickly
replaced in the public mind by the problems of deterioration of the current material wellbeing.
That was how it happened shortly after the Russian-Georgian conflict in August 2008 when the
economic crisis led to the rapid deterioration of economic sentiments.
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V.PUTIN’S APPROVAL AND ELECTORAL RATINGS
PEAKED AT THE BACKDROP OF UKRANIAN
CONFLICT

Source: FOM
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Theme of no alternative to Putin:
Time as support factor
 The patriotic theme of support to Putin's electoral rating was supplemented by the
idea of the lack of an alternative and at the end of 2014 this theme was amplified.
 The long time-span of the system dominated by one and only political leader
creates an additional margin of safety.
 The Levada Center’s poll conducted on February 20-23, 2015 revealed a significant
increase in the share of those who assessed the situation positively “When for
many years the power in the country stays in the hands of the same people”. In
February 2015, 41% of respondents indicated that this provided order and stability
in the country (in December 2013 only 20% of respondents thought so).
 To the contrary, the percentage of those who believed that this led to increased
arbitrariness, corruption and abuse decreased by exactly 2 times – down to 18% compared to December 2013.
 During the same period the percentage of respondents who would like to see Putin
replaced by another person as president suffered almost a two-fold decrease (from
47% to 25%).
41

Source: Levada-Center

Theme of no alternative to Putin:
Time as support factor
 This conclusion is well in line with the results of the recent econometric study
of factors supporting the political regime in Russia in the period from the first
election of Vladimir Putin for the presidency until 2009.
 ¾ of the total contribution to the growth of support was based on the “age of
the system” calculated in months (+79 points on the scale of 201 points). The
second most important factor (+23 p.) turned out to be the indicators of
economic and social sentiments with a slightly negative contribution of the
discontent with corruption (-8 p.) and unmet demand for democratization (-4 p.).
 At the same time, as stressed by this study the positive effect of the age of the
entire system has been exhausted.
 To the contrary, the potential of the negative impact of the deteriorating
economic and social sentiments, as well as of the demand for democratization,
remains significant.
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Источник: Rose R., Mishler W., Munro N. Popular Support for an Undemocratic Regime: The Changing Views of Russians. New York: Cambridge
University Press - 2011.
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Periods of stronger and weaker influence
of official media:
a roller-coaster ride
 During the period of fast attitude change the official media could significantly affect social
priorities.
 But it happened only in those cases where the direction of media impact coincided with
the fundamental factors of the priority shift, resonating with them in a way.
 That was the case in 2007-2010 when the official rhetoric draw the attention to the same
issues of human development, which were also gaining importance due to fundamental
reasons.
 That was also the case in 2014 when shifting of attention to foreign affairs in the official
media resonated with unfulfilled demand for development at home, activated protective
patriotism and redirected aggression to external enemies.
 Conversely, the impact of the official media significantly weakened when the vector of
official propaganda was in “countercurrent” with the fundamental factors of the attitude
change.
 That is what happened during the monetization of social privileges in 2005 (conflict with
the priority of risk aversion), on the eve of the parliamentary elections of 2011 and in late
2013
(unsatisfied demand for development).
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Rise and fall of official media influence
Shift to
development
priorities
(D.Medvedev)

Privileg
es’
moneti
zation

Discontent
at the eve
of elections
in 2011-2012

A breakthrough to mass
consumption society
and a beginning of shift
to development agenda

2000-2010

Foreign policy as an
achievement

Shift to
stability
and
traditional
values

Foreign policy as a
threat

Increased influence of
official media
Disappointme
nt with
perspectives
of Russia’s
development

Period of “lost
opportunities”

2011-2013

Reduced influence of
official media

Ukrainian
crisis as a
social
“lightning rod”

1st half of 2014

Shift to
domestic and
foreign threats

2nd half of 2014

2 scenarios

Medium-term
projections
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1st scenario: Return to the mainstream
development agenda
• It assumes an irrevocable cessation of hostilities in Ukraine that will reduce the
relevance of factors of external threat and increase the likelihood of a gradual lifting of
economic sanctions against Russia.
• In this case, the factor of defensive patriotism will deactivate and turn back into a
latent state.
• The support it gives to political ratings will weaken. Deteriorated economic sentiments
will push political ratings down and reduce the official media influence.
• There is a likelihood of a redirection of aggression from external enemies to officials
and migrants.
• Subsequently, as the economy goes out of recession and private consumption
recovers the human development priorities will come to the fore once again.
• With time, this can recreate the social and political environment which in many
respects will be similar to the period of 2011-2012.
• The evolution of socio-political situation prior to the next presidential election will
largely depend on the ability of the political system to adapt and formulate the credible
development agenda in response to the public expectations.
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2nd scenario: Medium-term modernization trap
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It assumes the extended armed conflict in Ukraine will perpetuate economic crisis and prolong post-crisis
stagnation.
This will effectively lock up the medium-term modernization trap by fostering a vicious circle of prolonged
international conflict and economic underperformance.
This environment will feed the survivalist attitudes, focus on current consumption and a besieged fortress
mentality.
It will also suppress the development agenda.
High concerns with internal threat combined with negative economic sentiments will support the aggression
towards the external enemy.
The society will be prone to the country’s self-isolation.
Supported by defensive patriotism, high ratings of the president may sustain and influence of the official media
can be maintained at a high level despite the downward pressure of the negative economic sentiment.
Yet, the dissatisfaction with the economic situation will boost economic protests.
In the future, the conflict fatigue and protracted economic depression can lead to the gradual erosion of support
for the government and trust to the official media.
The aggression of the population will start to be more evenly distributed between the external enemies and
internal targets, such as officials and ethnic migrants.
for continued economic growth will be limited due to both continued economic sanctions and restricted
opportunities for the technology transfer from the advanced economies.
This scenario raises the risk of a sustained middle income trap with slow economic growth and social stagnation.
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An outline for a “modernization trap” scenario:
one step forward, two steps back
What questions/requests would you formulate to V.Putin?
Requests in 2002
Rise the living standards and
resolve social problems
Improve the effectiveness of public
management
Stimulate economic growth and
employment
Address problems of culture,
science, health and education
Address problems of housing and
utilities

Questions for a direct line with V.Putin
on April 16 2015
33
25
16

5

Put an end to Chechen war

Rise the living standards and resolve
social problems
Stimulate economic growth and
employment
Improve the effectiveness of public
administratio
Address problems of health and
education

25
9
5
3

2

Address problems of housing

3

2

Address problems of utilities

3

Restore Russia's might

1

Foreign affairs

1

Personal wishes

1

Expressions of approval and support to
Putin

1

No answer, irrelevant answer
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Source: FOM
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